Across
5. A grouping of cost centers where transactional data is consolidated based on level
7. Email ______@virginia.edu to reach the Tier 1 Finance Solution Center
10. Security role required to attend "Accounting Journals and Accounting Adjustments" training
12. July 5th
13. A keyword or dimension that you can assign to transactions and supporting data to make the business purposes clear and establish common relationships

14. Applications in Workday that appear on the home screen

Down
1. Complete your training by the 31st of which month to maintain your assigned security role?
2. Employees were able to submit ________ in Chrome River and will now submit them in Workday
3. Step-by-step training guide
4. One of the two types of worktags (hint: it’s not a passenger)
6. Training is offered as self-paced or _____-led
8. Acronym for the multi-dimensional data structure that serves as the backbone for financial transaction processing and reporting
9. _____ role assignments determine what you can see and do in Workday
11. You can run a variety of these in Workday and filter your results